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Stability criteria are derived for difference equations of Volterra type with 
degenerate kernels. The main tool in this analysis is the use of the new representa- 
tion formula which allows us to express the solution of discrete Volterra equation 
with degenerate kernel in terms of the fundamental matrix of the corresponding 
tirst-order system of the difference equations. c 1991 Academic PESS. IUC 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear system of Volterra integral equations (VIES) of the 
form 
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where g: [to, co) -+ RY and k: A --) Rq2, are continuous. Here, 
A := ( (t, s) : to < s < t } and Rq2 denotes the space of q x q matrices. The 
kernel k is said to be degenerate or of Pincherle-Goursat type (PG kernel) 
if there exist continuous q x q-matrix functions Ai and ii, i= 1, 2, . . . . p, 
such that 
k(t, s) = i A,(t)B;(s). 
i=l 
(2) 
The kernel k is said to be PG-dominated if there exist scalar functions ai 
and bi, i= 1,2, . . . . p, such that 
Ilk(t, S)ll G f’ alibi. 
i= 1 
(3) 
Putting 
q(t) = j’ Bib) Y(S) 4 
10 
the solution to (1) with kernel of the form (2) can be expressed as 
.dt)=At) + i Ai(t)zi(th 
i=l 
where zi are the solutions to the linear system of differential equations 
zI(c)=Bi(c) i Aj(c)zj(t)+Bj(t)g(c), 
j=l 
i = 1, 2, . . . . p. Consider also the homogeneous ystem 
Y:(t)=&(t) i ‘4,(t) Yj(C), (4) 
j=l 
i = 1, 2, . . . . p. Bownds and Cushing [3,4] and more recently Amini Cl, 21 
(see also Brunner and van der Houwen [S] ) investigated the relationship 
between various stability concepts for the problem (1) with the kernel of 
the form (2) and the system (4). These results are briefly discussed in Sec- 
tion 2. The main tool in these papers is the use of the new representation 
formula which allows us to express the solution to the integral equation 
with PG-kernel in terms of the fundamental solution of the associated 
homogeneous ystem (4). 
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Consider also the discrete analogue to (1) 
Yn=gn+h i kn,jYj> n>n,. (5) 
I = no 
y,, g, E Rq, k,,jE Ry2, h > 0, where the kernel k,,, is of PG-type, i.e., 
kn,,j= i Av,nB,,,,, (6) 
I’ = I 
for some matrix sequences A,,,, B,,, Jo Ry2, or it is PG-dominated, i.e., 
for some scalar sequences a,,. and b,,,j. Equation (5) is implicit. The 
existence of solutions to this equation follows from the representation 
formula (11) presented in Section 3. The constant h appearing in (5) could, 
of course, be absorbed into the kernel k,j; however, having in mind future 
applications to stability analysis of numerical methods for VIES we prefer 
this notation. In these applications h will correspond to the stepsize of 
numerical methods. It is of practical importance to establish stability 
results for discrete Volterra equations (5) with kernels of the form (6) or 
(7) which are analogues of the results for VIES with PG or PG-dominated 
kernels given in [l-4]. This follows from the fact that such recurrence rela- 
tions arise when some numerical methods (for example collocation or 
Runge-Kutta methods) are applied to (1) with the kernel of the form (2) 
or (3); see [7-91. Since degenerate kernels are dense in the space of all con- 
tinuous kernels (compare [S]), the stability analysis based on such equa- 
tions is an important step toward stability analysis of numerical methods 
with respect to VIES with more general kernels. 
Stability results for discrete Volterra equations with PG of PG-dominated 
kernels are presented in Section 4. Similarly as in the continuous case the 
main tool in this stability analysis is the new representation formula 
derived in Section 3, which allows us to express the solution to the discrete 
Volterra equation with degenerate kernel in terms of the fundamental solu- 
tion of the corresponding first order system of the difference equations. 
However, contrary to the continuous case the corresponding system of 
difference equations is implicit and the discrete representation formula is 
not just a formal analog of the formula in the continuous case. 
The results presented in Section 4 could ultimately lead to the develop- 
ment of stability theory of general Volterra difference equations. Such a 
theory is largely nonexistent at this time and should be developed before 
any signilicant progress can be made in the stability theory of numerical 
methods for VIES. 
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2. STABILITY CRITERIA FOR VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATIONS WITH 
DEGENERATE KERNELS 
The concepts of stability, uniform stability, and asymptotic stability for 
VIES are natural generalizations of corresponding concepts for ordinary 
differential equations; compare [3,4]. Let M be a normed space of func- 
tions delined on the interval [to, co) with norm IJgll,,:=sup(Ilg(t)(l, 
TV Lb, m)}, where II.11 is some norm on Rq. If for any E > 0 there exists 
a s(t,, E) > 0 such that (1 g/l r0 < S implies that the solution y to (1) exists for 
t > t,, and llvll 1,, 6 E; then (1) is said to be stable on Jlr. If s(t,, E) can be 
found independently of t,, then (1) is said to be uniformly stable on Jlr. If 
(1) is stable on N and in addition has the property that for every t* 2 t, 
there exists &t*) > 0 such that IJgJI,* <&t*) implies /y(t)ll + 0 as t -+ co, 
then (1) is said to be asymptotically stable on .N. 
It was shown in [3,4] that if U(t, S) is a solution to the equation 
u(s, t) = I+ J’ k(t, 5) w, 5) e, 
s 
(8) 
and if au/as is continuous, then the solution y to (1) is given by 
y(t)=g(t)- Jf;f& t)g(s)ds. (9) 
Moreover, if k is of the form (2) then 
u(s, t) = I+ f i J’ AAC) ri,j(t, w,(t) a 
i=l j=1 s 
where Y(t, S) = [ Yj, j(t, s)]cj= i is the fundamental matrix of (4) such that 
Y(t, t) = I. Consequently, the solution to (1) can be written as 
y(t) =g(t) + J’ i 5 Ai Yi,,(t, s)Bj(s) g(s) ds. 
‘Oi=l j-1 
This representation is instrumental in deriving various stability criteria for 
(1) with kernel of the form (2) or (3); see [l-3]. One group of theorems 
presented in [3] requires the uniform stability or asymptotic uniform 
stability of the associated system of ordinary differential equations (4). 
These seem to be strong requirements (for p > 1) since the matrix of this 
system has rank one; compare the discussion of this topic in [l, 23. The 
second group of results presented in [3] lists stability criteria relating 
directly to the PG kernel without assuming anything about the associated 
system (4). These results seem to be of greater practical value than the 
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results of the first group. To formulate them we need the notion of the 
logarithmic norm p(A) of the matrix A 
The logarithmic norm can attain negative values; hence it is not a norm in 
the usual sense. Some properties of p(A) are listed in [S, 61. 
Denote by M(t)= [Bi(t)Aj(t)]&=, the pq xpq matrix of the system (4). 
We have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1 (Bownds and Cushing [3]). Suppose U(t, s) has a con- 
tinuous partial derivative with respect to the first variable t and the kernel 
k( t, s) is of the form (2). Zf there exists a constant L > 0 such that 
;?I lIAi(t)Il j,:,g, Il~~i(s)ll exp (j’ AM(t)) dt) ds 6 L s 
then the problem (1) is uniformly stable on 4“. 
THEOREM 2 (Bownds and Cushing [3]). Suppose that U(t, s) and k(t, s) 
are as in Theorem 1 and assume that 
i IlAi(t)ll J:: 
i=l I 
$, Il~ji(S)ll exp (J’ P(M(5)) dt) ds +O 
s 
as t -+ cg. Moreover, suppose that I( g( t)ll + 0 as t + CD. Then Eq. ( 1) is 
asymptotically stable on N. 
Define the matrix M*(t) := [bi(t)aj(t)]$= ,. We have the following 
stability criteria for VIES with PG-dominated kernels. 
THEOREM 3 (Bownds and Cushing [3]). Assume that aU(t, s)/at is 
continuous and that the kernel k(t, s) satisfies (3). Moreover, assume that 
there exist constants L > 0 and M> 0 such that 
I P 
D 
ai(t)bi(s) ds < L, 
(0 j=, 
and 
i f Iai( i’ Ibj(S)l exp (1’ dM*(t;)) dt) ds d M. 
i=l j=l 10 s 
Then (1) is uniformly stable on Jlr. 
We have also the following criterion for asymptotic stability. 
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THEOREM 4 (Bownds and Cushing [3]). Suppose that U(t, s) and k(t, s) 
are as in Theorem 3 and assume that there exists a constant L such that 
f P 
SC a,(t)b,(s) ds< L, 02 i= 1 
and 
i!l ,gl Iai( Jtl bj(s)I exp (f’ AM*(<)) d[) ds + 0 s 
us t + co. Moreover, suppose that )I g(t)11 -+ 0 us t + co. Then Eq. (1) is 
asymptotically stable on Jf. 
3. REPRESENTATION FORMULA FOR THE SOLUTION TO 
A DISCRETE VOLTERRA EQUATION 
Consider the discrete analogue to the matrix equation (8) 
n 
u m,fl =I+h 1 k,,iu,,j. (10) 
Here u~,~ is a q x q matrix. Observe that U, + ,,n = I. This equation has a 
solution if, for example, h )Ik,jll < 1; compare Theorems 8 and 9 in 
Section 4. It can be checked by direct substitution that the solution yn to 
(5) with n, = 0 can be written as 
,=o 
n = 0, 1, . . . . This formula is a discrete analogue of (9). Consider now Eq. (5) 
with the kernel of the form (6), i.e., 
Yn=grz+h f A,, i Bv,jYj+ (12) 
v=l j= 1 
n = 0, 1, . . . . Putting 
z “, n =h i Bv,jYj, 
j= 1 
the solution to (12) can be expressed as 
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Z v,n+ 1 = Zv,m+hBL,,n+I i Aj,,+IZj,n+I+hB,,.,,+lgn+I. (13) 
j=l 
Define the column vector Z, of length pq and the pq x q matrices A,, and 
B,, by 
I3 B,, = 
B 1.n 
B 2-n 
B, ,I 
and define the pq xpq matrix M, by 
Then system (13) can be written in the matrix form 
(I-hM,+,)Z,+,=Z,+hB,+,g,+,. 
Consider also the homogeneous ystem 
(Z-hM,) yn, I = y,, (14) 
where the matrix M,+ , has been replaced by M,, and denote by Y,,, j the 
fundamental matrix of (14); i.e., the matrix such that 
tzwhMn) yn+ l,j= yn,.jY Y,. , = I. 
Such a matrix exists if, for example, h IIM,,)I < 1, which is the condition 
imposed in stability criteria presented in Section 4. Let 
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that the fundamental matrix Y,,, to (14) exists. 
Then the solution u,,, to (10) with kernel k,,, qf the form (6) is given by 
U m. ,, =I+h i i i A,.,, Y,,,.+,:,,.,B~,,,. (15) 
p=I v=, ,=m 
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ProoJ It follows that n 
E := I+h C k,,jum,j 
j=m 
=Z+h f: f Aq,nBn,j Z+h i i i Av,jYv,j+ 1;p.iBp.i j=m q=l v=l p=l i=m 1 
=I+ h i f A,,A,, j=m q=l 
+h2 J? f f f i Aq,,Bq,jAV.j+l;,,iB,,i. j-m q=1 v=l p=l i=m 
Observing that CT= m C{= m = C;= m xi”= i we obtain 
E=Z+h i i A,,,B,,, j=m q=l 
+h2 f i i Aq,n i i Bq,jAv,jYv,j+l;p.i 
q=l p=l i=m ( j-i v=l 
Since Y, j is the fundamental matrix of (14) it follows that 
Yq,j+l;y,i= Yq,j;,,i+h 2 Bq,jAv,jYv,j+I;p,i. 
"=I 
Substituting this relation into the expression for E we get 
E = Z+ h i i A,,,B,,.i 
j=m qd 
+h ,f Z$ i Aq,n i CYq,j+ l;g,r- Yq,,;p,i)B,,z 
q=l /A=1 i=m j=i 
=Z+h f 5 Aq,,Bq-j 
j=m q=I 
+h i i i Aq,n(Yq, +l;p,i-sq,p)Bp,i 
q=l p=l i=m 
=Z+h i i i A,,,Y q,n+I;p,iBp,i=um,nr 
q=l p=I i=m 
where 6,,, = 1 ifq=pand6,,, = 0 otherwise. This completes the proof. fl 
Formula (15) is used in the next section to derive various stability 
criteria for (5) with PG or PG-dominated kernels. 
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4. STABILITY CRITERIA FOR DISCRETE VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 
Denote by S a normed space of vector sequences { yn} ,“= ,,,,, y, E R“, with 
norm lI~~~~~~~~ll~~=~~P~ll~~ll : n, < n < 00 >, where (1. (( is some norm on 
RY. For the sake of brevity we write (I y,,II., instead of (I { Y,}~=J~~. The 
concepts of stability, uniform stability, and asymptotic stability for discrete 
VIES (5) are analogues of corresponding concepts in the continuous case. 
If for any E > 0 there exists a 6(n,, E) > 0 such that (I g,l/,, Q 6 implies that 
the solution { y, ),“=,,, to (5) exists and I/ y,I/,,,j d E; then (5) is said to be 
stable on S. If 6(n,, E) can be found independently of n,, then (5) is said 
to be uniformly stable on S. If (5) is stable on S and in addition has the 
property that for every n* an, there exists 6(n*)>O such that 
l/g,ll.* < 6(n*) implies llynll + 0 as n + co, then (5) is said to be asymptoti- 
cally stable on S. 
In what follows we assume without loss of generality that n, = 0. 
For the norm (I .(I on RY we also denote by the same symbol (1. II the 
associated matrix norm on Ry2. We have the following criteria for uniform 
stability of (5) with PG kernel. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that the kernel k,j is of the form (6). Assume that 
h IIM,, (1 < 1, n = 0, 1, . . . . and that there exists a constant D such that 
for n = 0, 1, . ..) where M,= [Iz~~,,A~,,]~~=,. Then(5) is unzyormfy stable on S. 
Proof. It follows from (11) that 
IIYrtIl d Ilgnll + i II”j+ I,npUj.nll Ilgfll. 
j=O 
Using the representation formula (15) we get 
Uj+l.n-Uj.n= -h i i Av,nY,,,n+l;p,iBp,,, 
p=l v=l 
and 
i IIUj+l,n -Uj-,“ll Qh i i i llAv,nll II Y,,n+ I:p,jll lIBp,,ll 
/=O p-1 v=l ,=o 
Gh i i i IIAv,nll IIYn+l.ill llB,,jl/. 
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Since h IJM,(I < 1 the matrix I- hM,, is nonsingular and the fundamental 
matrix Y, + 1 j , of the system (14) can be written as 
Y n+l,j= fi (Z-hMn+j-,)F’. 
l=j 
Hence 
and 
II yn+ 1,j II G 1 fi (1 -h lIMAI), 
l=j 
Substituting this relation into the inequality for (1 y,I( we obtain 
IlY,~llOb (1+D) lIg,llo 
which completes the proof. l 
The next theorem is a criterion for asymptotic stability of (5). 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that the kernel k,,j is of the form (6). Assume that 
h IIM,/I < 1, n = 0, 1, . . . . I)g,(I --, 0 as n + co, and that 
hi’ i i’(ll 
&I=1 “El j-0 
40 as n+oo. 
Then (5) is uniformly stable on S. 
ProojI Proceeding similarly as in the proof of Theorem 6 we obtain 
Ilynll 6 Ilgnll +h Ilgnllo i i i (llA,,,ll lIs,ill,/,~,(~ -h IIWII,) 
p=l v=l j=o 
and the conclusion of the theorem follows. 1 
Consider now discrete Volterra equations with PG-dominated kernels. 
We have the following criterion for uniform stability. 
THEOREM 8. Assume that h IIM,*II < 1, h I;= 1 av,nbv,n < 1, n=O, 1, . . . . 
and that there exist nonnegetive constants L and D such that 
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and 
n = 0, 1, . . Here a ,,,,, and h,,, are as in (7) and MT is the p x p matrix 
defined by MT = [bi,,aj,,]fi=,. Then (5) with the kernel k,,,, satisfying (7) 
is uniformly stable on S. 
Proof: It follows from (11) that 
Ill’nll c IIgJ + i IIUj+I,n-Uj,nll IIg,ll~ 
/=O 
Using the formula (10) we get 
ui+~,n-~j,n=h i k,,,(ui+I,,-u,,.s)-hk,,.,. 
5 = , 
Hence, 
i: IIU,+Ln -~i,nll GA i Ilkn,,II +A i i Ilkn,sll Uj+ I..\ -u,,.J 
,=o j=O ,=o s=, 
<hL+h i Ilkn,.J i lIuj+l,.s-u,.J 
s=O /=O 
and since the kernel k,,, is PG-dominated we obtain 
i IIU,+Ln -uj,nll GhL+h i i adl., i II~~+~..,-~i.~ll 
/=O 7=0 /=I /=O 
Consider the scalar recurrence relation 
w,=hL+h i i ac,J,,,w.,, (16) 
r=O /=I 
n=O, I,.... Observe that w,>O and C;=. (IU,+,,~-U,J dw,, n=O, 1, ,,,, 
The solution to (16) is 
l- i (u;c+,,,,-u;,r) 
,=o 
where u;t;,,, is the solution to the system 
G,,, = 1 + h i i ad,.&,,. 
,=m /=I 
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Using Theorem 5 (formula (15)) the u;1,, can be written as 
p=I v=l i=m 
where 
y,*+l,i= Cy:n+I;p,il~p=l 
is the fundamental matrix of the system 
(I- hM,*) Y,*+ 1 = Y,* 
n = 0, 1, . ..) such that YTi = I. Proceeding similarly 
Theorem 6 we obtain 
II y if+ *,jlI G l 
I 
fi (l -h ll”Tll) 
l=j 
as in the proof of 
and 
i IUi*,Lll 
j=O p=l v=l j-0 
Hence, w, < hL( 1 + D) and since 
i II”,j+ I,n- uj,nll d wn9 
j=O 
it follows that 
IlYnlIcl~(1 +Wl +D)) II&II,. 
This inequality concludes the proof. 1 
The next result is the criterion for asymptotic stability. 
THEOREM 9. Assume that h IIM,*JI < 1, h CF=, av,nbv,n< 1, n=O, 1, . . . . 
II g,ll + 0 as n + co, and that there exists a constant L such that 
j$o Ilk, jll < L, 
and 
h i i i (lo,,.l lbu,jl/fi (1-h ll~?ll))+O 
p=l v=l j=O I=j 
as n -P 00. Then (5) with the kernel k,j satisfying (7) is asymptotically stable 
on S. 
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Proqf Proceeding similarly as in the proof of Theorem 8 we obtain 
II Y,,I/ 6 II grill + hL Ilgnllo 
1 +h i I!f i (l~v,nl I’p,jl /fJ (1 -h IlM:lI))); 
/I=, ,‘=I j=o 1 /=/ 
hence I(y,,/I --, 0 as iz --t cc,. 1 
Assuming that h CEO IIM,IJ < cc we can obtain a simpler criterion for 
uniform stability of (5) with PG-kernel than that given in Theorem 6. We 
have the following result. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that the kernel k,, j is of the form (6). Assume that 
h llM,I/ < 1, n = 0, 1, . . . . and that there exist constants C, and C, such that 
h i IIMJ Q C, 
I==0 
and 
n=O, 1, . . . . Then (5) is uniformly stable on S. 
Proof Since h (IM,(I < 1 and h C,“=, I(M,lI < 00 there existls a constant 
6 such that h jlM,\l < 1 - 6, I = 0, 1, . . . . We have 
where K is the finite constant defined by 
Hence, 
h i f i (llAv,nll l~p,jll/fi (1 -A lIM,ll)! 
p=l \,=I j=O I=, 
bKh i i i llAv,nll lIB,,,ll h i IIM,lI < KC,Cz 
UC=1 ,,=I ,=o /=o 
and the conclusion follows from Theorem 6. 1 
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Along similar lines we could also derive simpler criteria for asymptotic 
stability of (5) with PG-kernels and for uniform and asymptotic stability of 
(5) with PG-dominated kernels. 
To illustrate that Theorem 6 is more powerful than Theorem 10 consider 
Eq. (5) with h = 1 and p = q = 1 and the kernel k, j = a,bj, where a, and bj 
are defined by 
1 
*7n+ l)(n+2)’ 
bj=j+ 1. 
We have MI = a,bl = l/(1+ 2) and it follows that 
f (a,b,/fI (1 - a,b,)) = 
j=O I=j (12+1:(,+2)~0((~+1)$3=‘~ 
Hence, in view of Theorem 6, Eq. (5) is uniformly stable on S. On the other 
hand, since zzO MI = cc we cannot conclude this fact from Theorem 10. 
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